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Maintenance
Team Building
Recently, Subsurface Operations hired a contractor to pipe burst and install a new section of sanitary sewer mainline within a park strip on 10th Avenue and Adams Street. The team assisted this
work by hydro-excavating the pits within the bursting path as well as the lateral pits—a total of
five excavation locations.
In preparation for the bursting project, we had two
vactor trucks and crews, a closed-circuit TV crew, a repair
crew, lead and a couple of spectators—the supervisor and
the manager. At one point our section had a commanding
presence on the block, a scenario we try to avoid for obvious public perception reasons. However, our large presence on this day turned out to be invaluable for the timely
success of the project.
The bursting contractor had welded together 92 feet of
six-inch HDPE pipe. The contractor was planning on pulling the pipe into place from south to north, but realized
there was a two-inch gas line that prevented this direction of pull. The 92 feet of pipe needed to be reversed.
Unplanned, a team building exercise was organized.
Members of the subsurface team and the contractor’s crew carried the 92-foot long pipe a half
block down to the intersection of 10th Avenue, made a U-turn and brought the pipe back in place
to be pulled in. Problem solved!

Fleet and Radio Communications Section Ranks
9th Nationally by “100 Best Fleets”

For the 11th consecutive year Fleet and Radio �ommunications section
received recognition as one of the “100 Best Fleets” in North America.
In 2018 the section was ranked #13 and we are pleased and proud to
announce that we reached the rank of #9 this year. This award annually recognizes the best managed, publicly owned, fleets in the United
States and Canada. Nationwide there are approximately 38,000 municipal, county and state Fleet agencies. Each year, agencies which display
excellence in their operations and performance are ranked in such areas as service delivery, employee support, performance management and cost competitiveness. Continually being acknowledged as one of the Top 100 Public Fleets in the nation demonstrates our work toward serving the
needs of our departments and the community.
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New Safety and Emergency Management Analyst
Katie Blair (previously Terrazas) returned home to Public Works on June 17 as the Safety and
Emergency Management Analyst.
Katie is known throughout the organization as someone with curiosity, great facilitation skills,
and an ability to take complex information and simplify it. She has a knack for public speaking
and training, developed through many volunteer projects, emergency management exercises, conference planning teams and events (planned and unplanned). Katie is known for her friendly but
direct communication style, for empowering people to be confident with their knowledge and to
help them step out of their comfort zone to try something new. She has that great ability to make
you feel welcome and is collaborative, innovative and caring. She can speak up about important
things and have a tough conversation when needed. She can also create a place to be real and
vulnerable. Katie likes to work hard while having fun. We are so excited to have Katie back on our
Roosevelt Yard team!
Katie spends her off time with her family. She has two children, Paloma and Edward, and a significant other, Neto.

Wastewater
Poplar Tree Harvesting Workshop
Located in north Eugene on Awbrey Lane, the
Biosolids Management Facility (BMF) and 595-acre
Biocycle Farm take biosolids generated from the
treatment of wastewater and turn it into nutrient
rich, beneficial organic soil amendment that is used
to fertilize poplar trees. Both sites are operated
by the City of Eugene for the Metropolitan Wastewater Management Commission (MWMC) and are
an important part of effectively managing our natural resources. The MWMC and OSU Extension
Forestry partnered to host an afternoon workshop at the Biocycle Farm to demonstrate the poplar planting, growing and maintenance aspects of the farm. The MWMC is seeking broad interest
in logging and harvest services that can match efficiency and innovation with target markets for
wood chips, veneer, millwork and beyond.
The workshop included a tour of the 116-acre rotation of harvest-age trees that will be ready to
fell within the next two years. The workshop provided examples of logging and milling experiences and opportunities to obtain saw logs to test mill on participant’s equipment.

Wastewater’s EMS Program Praised by Third Party Auditor

A recent surveillance audit of the Public Works Wastewater Division resulted in continued certification and high praise. The Wastewater Division continues to maintain a highly effective Environmental Management System under the ISO 14001:2015 Standard. A major strength is the top
management support and participation. Another major strength is the active support and participation of all the employees as demonstrated by the projects that have originated from the associate level.
Summary of findings: no nonconformances or recommendations for improvement. A considerable list of continual improvement accomplishments were noted. Odor reduction measures
implemented over time have improved public relations at the facilities. A considerable number of
completed projects has increased revenue and productivity of the treatment facilities. Examples
include the Biosolids Management Facility and Biocycle Farm, use of digester gas (a byproduct
continued…
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from the treatment process) into an energy source and the solar array. The auditor also noted
that our facility has the best housekeeping he has ever seen. The audit results illustrate how the
EMS program is imbedded in the Wastewater Division culture.

Todd Anderson Retires After 30 Years of Service

Congrats to Todd
Anderson on 30
years of service
and best wishes
for retirement!

Todd Anderson retired at the end of June closing out a thirty-year career in public service.
Todd’s service began at the Wastewater Division when he was hired as a facility maintenance
worker in 1989. He held multiple positions, advancing from his initial position to lead worker,
facilities maintenance supervisor, equipment maintenance and pump station supervisor, and
recently served three years as maintenance manager.

ELAW Tour

The Environmental Law Alliance Worldwide (ELAW) helps communities speak out for clean
air, clean water and a healthy planet. The regional wastewater treatment facility hosted a tour of
our solar array for ELAW Fellow Laura Haiselova. Laura is a Czech attorney on the Responsible
Energy team at one of ELAW’s partner organizations, Frank Bold, based in Brno in the Czech
Republic. Laura is active in the Europe Beyond Coal campaign and is working to clean up some
of Europe’s most polluting coal-fired power plants.

Parks & Open Space
Owen Rose Garden in Full Bloom

Parks Get a BIG Dose of Love
In their 11th year of making a remarkable
contribution to this community, hundreds of
volunteers from the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints (LDS) joined Eugene Outdoors to bring some polish to four parks and
community centers throughout Eugene.
“We are grateful for our beautiful parks in
Eugene and appreciate all the work that goes
into maintaining them. Thank you, City of Eugene, for giving us the opportunity to
help,” said Alberta Cook, LDS volunteer
spokesperson.

The flowers at the Owen Rose Garden are in full
bloom. More than 4,500 rose bushes—including
400 varieties—represent the hard work and yearround care from the Owen Rose Garden team and
volunteers.
The tremendous surge of visitors to the garden
are enjoying the sights of the heritage roses in
their recently renovated beds. Most heritage roses
are known for blooming only once a year, while
some “repeat bloomers” will provide a second
chance late in the summer or early fall to
appreciate their beauty.
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Administration
Homeowners Engage in
Waterway Pilot Project
A pilot project that evaluates a soggy section of a
Santa Clara waterway is nearing completion. Staff
last year kicked off the East Santa Clara Waterway
(ESCW) Enhancement and Maintenance Study. The
study looked at a ¾-mile section of the East Santa
Clara Waterway, just behind St. Vincent de Paul’s
store on Division Avenue (highlighted area at left).
The waterway mostly meanders through private
property in Eugene and Lane County. At times the waterway is enclosed in pipes and culverts.
Following a City stormwater project in 2015, standing water is now common between Lone Oak
and Hunsaker.
To better understand the issues, the City and County engaged people living along the waterway
about their ideas and concerns. The group held a “neighborhood conversation” in a resident’s
living room on June 11. During the passionate discussion, City and County staff shared the issues
identified and the potential actions, which could include a regrade of the waterway, lowering the
culvert at Hunsaker and public education.
The ESCW isn’t unique in its challenges. There are many other waterways throughout the City and
County. One of the goals of this project was to set up a framework to better and more quickly solve
complicated issues like this one. Staff also hope it will inspire government agencies and residents to
work together to allow water to flow freely and ensure clean water is returned to the river.

Engineering
Welcome to New Interns From Portland State
An Oregon native from St. Helens, Gunter Roehrig is a junior at Portland State
University (PSU) studying civil engineering. He has joined our team as a
six-month intern working on capital project design and inspection. Outside of
school and work, Gunter enjoys running, biking, hiking and disc golf.

Studying environmental science, Jacob Coles is a junior at PSU. From the age of 10 he has enjoyed
his leisure time by playing the drums out in West Linn where he was born and raised. When he
isn’t rocking out to the beat of his own drum or metal/rock music he enjoys time at the gym as
well as first person shooter and racing video games.
Joe Hepburn is currently studying civil engineering at PSU. Before starting

at the City of Eugene he worked for a seafood company designing commercial
receiving and processing facilities. In addition, he worked for a small structural
firm where he acquired experience with residential design and remodeling
projects. Outside of school he enjoys working out, traveling, hiking, rock climbing, golfing, learning new things and exploring new places. He has recently
moved to Eugene and is excited to experience all it has to offer.

Justin Juggert is a civil engineering student at PSU with a focus in geotechnical engineering. He

has completed a geology degree and enjoys solving problems that involve the natural environment and natural processes. Justin enjoys playing and watching sports, mainly baseball, football
and rugby, and recently played rugby in Portland for the Portland Pigs. He also coached high
school rugby at Oregon City High School, his alma mater. He also enjoys hiking and camping.
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